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PEACEFUL USES OF A'TOMIC .Gl\JEimY {Agendo. i+,em l§}(~:iEued) 

( o.) 'l'HE INTERNATIONAL CONFERE:JC.r:<.: CJN 'l'HE PJACI::ilJL USES OF ATOiviiC EN'.8RGY: 

(b) PROGim;3S IN DBVELOPii:~G INT:cR"·JP.TIONAL CO-uPERA'l'IOl{ FOR '1'HE PEACEFUL USES 

OF A'l'0::1IC ENERGY: REPORTS OF GO'J.8l~FlvBl•l'l3 

The C~~AIRh'\~T: Tne Secre;to.ry-Genl:r:J.l desires to mnke o. stnteme~1t to 

the Committee. 

~he S:CCR.S·rAR Y -GEJif.iliAL: L2.st week I met with the hec..ds of the 

specinlized ~gencies in one of their regulnr m~etings of the Administr2tive 

ColJmittec on Co-ordino.tion. At tbe meeting ive studied, nnong other rn.'l.t.ters, 

the responsibilities of the vo.rious o.geacies of the United Ho.tions fc.mily in 

the field of the pc:J.ceful uses of o.tomic energy. 

Attention wo.s devoted especinlly to hov best to co-ordino.te our o.ctivities 

in this field. For the informc·.tion of the co~Jmitte.:: I would, with your 

perraission, Hr. Ch:.-.irmo.n, o.nC:. in nccord:::mce witi1 the wishes of my collec.gues 

in the nger:.cies, reo.d o. text wl1ich sm;:s up the decision t;;;..k.ell en this issue 

o.t n meetir:,g of the Administ:r·ntive Committee 0>1 Co-ordinntion. 

re::~ds o.s follows: 

The t::;xt 

1'Mo.ny of the specic.liz.e·1 ngencies o.:re closely concerned with 

different technico..l ns:pects of the question of the peo.ceful uses 

of ntomic ener~;y c.nd prcrtici!}ccted. 8-ctively in the internationnl 

con:ference helC. in Genev:::t lo.st Al:.gust. ':'he Adm:i.nistro.tive 

Committee on Co-ordino.tion h:J.s noted the i:Jecret:::try-Gen..:.-ro.l' s 

p:ropo~mls to the Genernl Assembly tho.t the Auvisory Conmittee which 

wr2s set up in connexion with the international conference should be 

cm•tir:ue:d::md be :::tvnilGble o.s c, consulto.tive bod~r for nssisto.nce on 

those o.tomic m~tters in which responsibilities mc,y be entrusted to 

the United lbtions Secret:::trio.t. 

'
1 It ho.s o.lso noted the propos:J.ls plo.ced be:fore the Gener:::tl 

Assembly by cert:::tin dellOgo.tions which envis:J.ged the cc1.lling of 

further scientific confer~nces on the peo.ceful uses of ntomic 

energy. Severc.l o.gencies within the United .i\Tntions f:::tmily, by 
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direction of their resyective governing bodies, nre continuing or 

expanding activities dcsicned to further the development of 

penceful uses of atomic energy. These nnd the other agencies 

represented on the ACr. recognize the need for full co-ordination 

of their present 2-nO. future c,ctivities cm.d for means by which to 

re:J.lize suitable liaison with the ;,dvi..:;ory Committee. 

"In order to promote tile corcmon app::.'O:J.ch and the fullest 

co-ordino.tion in these mo.tt•.::rs nn:ong the orgcmiz::ttions conc~rned, 

the Administrative Committee on Co-ordinn.tion :1o.s decided to set 

up a sub-cornmittE:e b vrhich thz executive heo.d of e::tch interested 

c,gency vrill pc,rticipCtte or be re}Jresented. The link between the 

sub-committee of the Administr:ctive Committee on Co-ordino.t:.on o.nd 

the Advisory Con:naittee vrould be provided by the Secretary-General 

as Cho.irmCtn of both Cornmittees,cmd it is assumed thnt arrangements 

vrill be ngreed upon giving the specic.lized ngencies, through their 

representatives on the sub-cOllll.ilittee, opportunity to present their 

vie1-rs to the Advisory Committee. The sub-cou:mittc;e lvill further 

help to co-crclinc1te the c.•.ctivities of the VCtrious Bembers of the 

United Nntions fo.mily of orgnnizc.tions in respect of other questions 

vhich mny arise in this field on which they hnve n contribution to 

mo.ke." 
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In its considerations, the Fi~st Committee may wish to take note of the 

arrangement thus agreed upon in order to guar~~tee uniform ~Janning and action 

among the organizations which are members of thB Unit12d. Nations family. 

The CHAIR!-W..N: I wish to thank the Secretary-General. I am sure the 

Committee will wish to take note of 1vhat he has said and to take his statement 

into consideration. 

Vir. KISELYOV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation 

from Russian): In the course of the examination of the question of the peaceful 

uses of atomic energy, the rer-resentatives of many Statet;; IJOinted out that the 

Geneva Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy made a valuable 

contribution to fur-ther progress in science and technology and had great 

significance with respect to the strengthening of peace and the relaxation of 

international tension. The promim;nt scientists and engineers of many of the 

countries of the world who met at the Conference exchanged the experience of thei~ 

>rork in the most im:t;ortant fields o1' contemporary science related to the peaceful 

utilization of atomic energy. This for the first time was done in a frie:ndly and 

open way. 

Although the; Conference vras purely scientific in character, its significance 

goes far beyond ~he framework of the ordinary conference of scientists. or the 

ordinary scientific congress. The vast international importance of this 

Conference resides, first of all, in the fact that its convening met the just 

dem:mds of the :people of the world •rho 1v-ere eager to make sure that the titanic 

forces of the atom, awakened frcm their slumber by human reason, should be put at 

the service not of the destruction but of the welfare of mankind. 

The great value attached by the Government of the USSR to the Geneva 

Conference; on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy was expressed in te:_egrams sent 

by the Chairman of the Council of Ministers, Nikolai Bul.ganin, to the President 

of the Conference, Mr. Homi Bhabha. On the occasion of the adjournment of the 

Conference, the telegram of Mr. Bulganin had this to say: 

"This Conference will doubtl~ss serve the cause of peace and 

will contribute to th~.;;; further relo.xation of international tension. 11 
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No similar international conference of scientists has ever occurred in 

history. It has never been matched e::..ther in its character or in its scope. 

The Conference, as you know, heard nu..-rnerous reports and papers presented by 

scientists and engineers from many countries of the world on questions related 

to the peaceful uses of atomic energy. 

The atmosphe:re which prevailed at the Conference vTas one of free and creative 

discussion, which doubtless will enhance the sc:ientific contacts between the 

various countries. This fact will play an important role in combining the 

efforts of scientists throughout the vrorld for the solution of the htman problems 

which the impending atomic era pla~es on the agenda of all of mankind. 

Along with scientists from the United States, Great Britain, France, India, 

Canada, Poland, Swaden, Czechoslovakia, Denmark and many other countries, 

scientists frcm the Soviet Union, the Byelorussian SSR and the ffi{ranian SSR took 

an active part in the proceedings of the Conference. 
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As the head of the Soviet Uni•n clelegacicm, Ur. Kuznetsov, has very aptly 

pointed out, Soviet scientiS0
vS n:ade a substantia;}. cont::ibuticm to the conference 

proceedings. They presented more than one hundred scientific papers setting forth 

theoretical foundations of the new science and the vast experience of the 

utilization of atomic energy i~ the Soviet Union in various branches of the econom~ 

in science, technolcgy, biology anci medicine. 

These papers stirred great interest among other scientists and among broad 

circles throughout the world. The Soviet scientist, V.I. l.'exle:r, solved one of 

the most important problems of conte:rrporary nuclear physics, namely, the production 

of elementary particles of high energy. Professor \lexler 1 s work has made it 

possible to expand almost without limit the degree of the utilization of cyclical 

resonance accelerators so as to i~1crease by a factor of thousands of times the 

energy of the particles that are spee•.led up in cyclotrons. 

Thanks to the discovery of the Soviet scientists, a new and rapid development 

has occurred in the technology of accele::::ators. A vast nurn~er of new devices has 

become known. There is the synchrotron for electronic acceleration, the phasotron 

and the s:mchro-phasotron fo.c the accele:;:ation of heavy particles. In the 

Soviet Union, the building of the world's largest synchrv-phasotron is nearing 

completion. This is indeed a tremendous encineering device. Its magnet alone 

weighs 36,000 tons. Its electric power consumption is one fourth of the electric 

power production of the vast electric power stations at Dneper. In it protons are 

accelerated within 3.3 seconds, having completed over this time millions of 

revolutions in their orbit and having travelled a path two anQ a half times greater 

0han the distance betwe~ the earth and the moon. The protons at the end of that 

process reach an energy of ten billion G; --;ctrcn volts. 

In his lecture which was read at th8 conference, Professor vlexler also told of 

work being conducted in the Soviet Union for the building of new types of 

accelerators with more powerful focussing factors, where even higher energy factors 

will be achieved. 

In concli-Gions where agriculture is mechanized on a large scale anc'c whe:c'e vast 

areas of virgin lands are being put mJ.der the plough in the Soviet Union, recent 

discoveries in the field of agro-biological science) and especially the utilization 

by that science of the science of the atomic nucleus, are of great importance. 
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The problem was discussed in the paper of the Soviet scientist, academician 

A.L. 1:\:ursanov, who outlined the valuable eXJ:lerience of Soviet scientists and 

agronomists in the utilization of radioactive isotopes in agriculture. The use of 

isotopes in the st'.1dy of the assimilabillty of fertilizers by plants, has made it 

possible easily and accurately to solve so illiportant a question for agriculture as 

the rational placing of fertilizers in the ground. This can be used for the study 

of the root system of plants, which is necessary in determining the correct feeding 

of plants in accordance with local conditions. 

In the Byelorussian SSR, as in o~her republics of the Soviet Union, the most 

recent achievements in the field of the utilization of atomic energy for peaceful 

purposes are being introduced on a br•Jad and increasing scale in production, 

agricultu~e, medicine, and so on. Radioisotopes are being used on a wide scale in 

research work. Byelorilssian scientists addressed the conference at GeneT,•a and 

presented papers on their work in the fields of biolog~ and medicine and on the 

utilization of radioisotopes in those fields. 

The President of the Academy of Science of the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist 

Republic, V.F. Kuprevich, who was chairman of one of the meetinbs of the session 

on biology and medicine, pointed oilt in his introductory remarks that radioisotopes 

had n:ade it possible to ascertain that oxygen released in photosynthesis by plants 

is formed from the molecules of \·mter, and not from carbon dioxide as previously 

believed. V.F. Kuprevich stressed that the time has come to set up some new 

theories of plant nutrition and to ascertain the essence of the process of 

synthesis of living substances. The progress of science is determined not O:-ll;J' by 

the accumulation cf facts, but also by new ideas and new theories. He pointed out 

in particular the abundance of new investigations that have been started by tne 

ideas and theories of the great British naturalist, Darwin, and by the Russian 

scientist of genius, Pavlov. 

Professor T. N. Godnev, a member of the Academy of Science of the Byelo:;:·ussian 

Soviet Socialist Republic, presented a paper on the utilization of the radioisotope 

of carbon for the study of the biosynthesis of chlorophyll. The paper pointed out 

that the chlorophyll in the green leaves of plants does not remain invariant, but 

is constantly being created and is constantly decaying. ~he speed of the processe: 

of decay and restcraticn of the plants depends on the physiological state of the 
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cell and of the whole plant. The results of this research are of great 

significanae for ascertaining the essence of the process of photosynthesis. 

Professor O.K. Kedrov-~_;ikhlnan, a member of the Ac~,;~de!IlY of Science of the 

Byelorussian Soviet Socialist ?,epublic ,pres€nte::d. a report on the role of the 

radioactive :;.sotope of cobalt in studying the influence of cobalt as a micro

element in plants' nutrition. If a correct dose of radio-cobalt is used, its 

radiations can e::ert an additional favourable effect on grc)vrth, on development and 

on crop capacities for various plants. 

Professor A. J. Prok:::Jpchuk,, a me1::1ber of the Academy of Science of the 

Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, has lleen using radioisotopes in therapy for 

a number of years. l'-'ledicine has for a long time been fighting many extremely 

grave diseases for which roentgen radiation and various other devices did not give 

the desired results. On~y tracer atoms have opened the way to new and more 

eff'ecti ve methods of therapy. 

In the clinic of the Ninsk Hedical Ir:stitute, there are many cases on 

record where, after the use of radioactive phosphorus, the source of various 

diseases disappeared complete~y. Good results were also obtained in the r9diotherapy 

of eczema, of cancerous tumours anJ. of various c·ther skin diseases. 

In the discussion of one of the l"eports, Professor A.N. Sevchenko, a member 

of the Academy of Science of the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, told of 

the wo~k of a group of Soviet specialists on methods of measur~ng the intensity of 

radioacti7e radiations. 
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Scientific workers-of Byelorussian scientific institutions have conducted 

research ~hich indicates that atomic energy is being used for peaceful purposes 

in the Byelorussian SSR on an expanding scale. The work of Soviet scientists 

in the peaceful uses of atomic energy, according to reactions in foreign 

newspapers and radio broadcasts, has been praised very highly; their work at 

the Conferenee was also praised. The Soviet scientists for their part have 

treated the scientific work of their foreign colleagues with great respect and 

attention. After the Conference, a statement of Soviet scientists was published, 

and it gave the following high appraisal of the results of the Geneva Conference: 

"':rhe work of the Conference will constitute a great and important 

r-ontribution to the development of large-scale scientific co-operation 

in the utilization of the great scientific discoveries of our time, 

not for purposes of war and destruction, but for constructive purposes, 

for the well-being of mankind and of civiliza.ticn." 

An equally high appraisal of this Conference was given by scientists of 

other countries, and I shall quote some of them. For example, the French 

High Commissioner for Atomic Energy, and Vice-President of the Geneva Conference, 

Mr. Perrin, stated: 

l
1The Geneva Conference has been a great success. Its convening 

coincided with the general inprovereent of the intern~tic~~l situation. 

The Geneva Conference has proved to be an important factor for the 

further relaxation of international tension and for further progress 

in the utilization of atomic energy for peaceful ends. The general 

result has been the strengthening of the cause of universal peace." 

The prominent American scientist, Professor Ernest Lawrence, said: 

11 I am enthusiastic about the remarkable work done in :riussia in the 

peaceful utilization of atomic energy. I was particularly impressed 

by the Hexler report" -- that was the report which I discussed a few 

moments ago -- 11 and by his statement to the effect that in Russia they 

are building the world's largest accelerator of charged particles, a 

synchro-phasotron. This is a new contribution to the cause of the 

further development of nuclear physics." 
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The prominent Danish scientist and outstanding physicist, Niels Bohr, 

offered the follovnng ap~raisal o~ the Geneva Conference: 

"The Geneva Confe.::ence has been· an extraordinary experiment. 

vlhat took place here was a lively and free exchange of scientific 

information and the establishment of international co-operation 

between scientists. This also is an exa111ple which should be follo;.,ed 

in the building of ::·elations between nations as well, and I hope that 

co-operation between scientists will continue." 

These statements confirm the desire of scientists of all countries to 

utilize the power of the nucleus ~or peace~ul ends in the interests of mankind 

at lal"ge. It woulJ. be difficult to exagi3ers.te the great significance of the 

peaceful uses of atomic energy for all com1tries, especially for the under-

developed countries. For various reasons per capita energy consumption in 

under-developed countries is still lagsing; it has remained at a very low level. 

But we may state with confidence that lew per capita energy consumption in the 

under-developed countries is one of the main reasons for their economic 

backwar~~ess, for in our times techllOlogical progress is incor-ceivable without 

a suffir.ient ~1antity of electric power fer the production of the means of 

production and for the production of objects of consumption. 

At the Geneva Conference on the peaceful uses of atomic ene1·gy, it was 

noted that as of 1950, out of the aggregate world electric power resources of 

230,000,000kilowatts, the share of the under-developed countries was only 

16.6 million kilows.tts, or 7.3 per cent, wlJ.e:"eCJ.s Latin America and Asia, excluding 

Japan, had a share of only 7 millionkilowatts; and the remaining 2.5 kilowattu 

was the share of Afri~a, excluding the Union of South Africa and Oceania 

(A/Conf.B/P/893). It should also be noted that production of electric power 

in under-developed countries is usually concentrated in large cities whereas other 

areas, in which the majority of the population resides, have little or no electric 

power resources at all. Electric power transmission from large cities to the 

remoter regions of these countries is made diff::.cult on account of the low level 

of development of technology. Under the circumstances, the development of a 

vast netwoTk of electric power install,::.tions of different capacities, using 

atomic energy as the energy source, co~J. play a decislVe role in the economic and 

social progress of the under-developed countries. 
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The significance of this g~eat Qtscovery of atomic energy and its 

utilization for peaceful purposes for under-developed countries will become even 

more evident, even more manifest, :!.f we take account·of the fact that in these 

countries the majority of the people of the wo~ld reside. Late data made 

available by the Secretariat of the United Nations show that the population of 

~sia now is 1,323,000,000 human beings; Africa, 216,coo,ooo; South America 

121 million and Oceania, 14.2 million. 

These figures make it clear that the population of economically under

developed areas of the world is l~674,3CO,OOO out of a total population of the 

globe of 2,528,300 1 000. In other words, the populat:..on of the under-developed 

countries is 66.2 per cent o:Z t~~e world's populat:i.on. It may be inferred that 

the utilization of atomic energy for ye·.ceful ends would make it possible for 

under-developed countries to obtain a su~ficient quantity of electric energy, 

which is absolutely essential if they are to make further economic and social 

stric1es. 

Industrialized countr::..es ,1·1hic~1 have highly developed industry and which have 

accumulated vast experience in the production of atomic energy, could in the 

opinion of my delegation extend scientific and technical assistance to the under

developed countries in the field of the peaceful uses of atomic energy and likeivise 

in the bu:..lding of electric poiler etaticne which would use atomic raw materials 

as the energy source. 

It goes without saying that the vast potentielities inherent in the use of 

atomic energy for the well-being of rcankind cJuld only be realized if the danger 

of the use of this tremendous power for purposes of destruction were totally 

removed, if the possibility that this pcwer source would be used for the 

unleashing of destructive atomic war would become completely out of the question. 
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The strides made in the peaceful harnessing of atomic energy, as demonstrated 

at the Geneva Conferer1ce, make it even more urgent to solve the probl~m of the 

prohibition of atomic, hydrogen and other weapons of mass destruction. The 

gigantic po-vrer resources of the nuclet:s must be harnessed in the ;i.nterests of 

peace and construction -- not for purposes of war and destruction. rhe peoples 

of the worlcl. are clamouring for a ban to be placed on the atomic bomb. They 

demand that the inexhaustible possibilities of atomic energy be used for peaceful 

and creative purposes, for the wellbeinG of all manl{ind. The prohibition of the 

use and production of the atomic wea~on and its elimination from the armaments 

of States would foster the broad development of international co-operation for the 

peaceful utilization of atomic energy, and would also contribute to a relaxation of 

international tension aud the cree.tion of an atmospl1ere of international trust. 

Tpe Geneva Cvnference hns noted new pros?ects for the utilization of nuclear 

energy. It has aiso confirilled the fact that it is the desire of scientists of 

all countries that atomic energy should be used for peaceful purposes only and for 

the interests of all w~nkind. 'l'h8 fact that prominent scientists and engineers 

of countries of varying SO:..!~~al and ecouor:::ic systems jointly examined the principal 

problems of the peaceful utilization of atomic energy itself exerted a favourable 

effect on the strengthening of international co-operation and on the cementing of 

mutual confidence between peoples. Uc cannot, however, consider it as normal 

that the scientists of the Chinese Peo"fle's Republic and th1= German Democratic 

Republic should have been ~{ept out of the G2neva Conference. My delegation feels 

very strongly that at simi:ar inter~ational conferences scientists frcm all 

countries of the world should be able to participat0 without any sort of 

discrimination. This would only enhance the. scientific authority and significance 

of these international scientific conferences. 

I shall not in my statement dwell on the fact that the Soviet Government and 

Soviet scientists make no secret of their achievements in the peaceful utilization 

of atomic energy and have alreapy ta1wn a number of steps for sharing their 

experience with other countries. This particular topic has already been dealt 

with in scme detail by the representative of the Soviet Union. I should like, 

however, to dwell briefly on the subject of the estaplishment of an international 

agency for the peaceful utilizction of atcmic energy. The delegation of the 
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Byelorussian SSR supports the idea of the establishment of such an international 

agency within the framework of the United Nations, and welcomes the decision of 

the Soviet Govervment to contribute to the ~nternational fund of atomic materials 

to be set up under the internattonal agency. \~e welcome the decision of the 

Soviet Goverr~ent to contribute to that fund the appropriate quantities of 

fissionable m?-terials as soon as agreement has been reached on the establishment 

of the agency. We would, hot-rever, stress the fact that any international organ 

established on the basis of agreement between States can perform its functions 

successfully only if its activities are not detrimental to the security of any 

State. The internatj_onal agency which is contemplated 13hould not be under the 

monopolistic control of any one Power or group of Po-vrers. It will be a genuine 

international body only if the legitimate rights and interests cf all countries 

participating in it are meticulously respected. This agency can perform the 

functions vlhich it is intended to perform only if its ccmpetence, its terms of 

reference and its practical activities are made to conform stri~tly with the 

universally recognized principles of the United Nations Charter, 

The delegation of the Byelorussian SSR wholeheartedly supports the proposals 

contained in the Soviet draft resolution with regard to the desirability of a 

periodic convening of co1~erences for exchanging information on the extensive 

utilization of atomic energy in various fields of science, agriculture, industry 

and health. The United Nations must see to it that the great mass of atomic 

materials produced in many countries of the world is direct into peaceful channels, 

and that the achievements of science in this realm serve not purposes of war and 

the mass extermination of human being13 but purposes designed to secure the progress 

of the econcmy and culture of peoples. The cementing of internationalco-operation 

in the field of the peaceful utilization of atomic energy will cc.ntribute to the 

creation of an atmosphere of confidence and mutual understanding between 

countries which is so essential a prerequisite for the settlement of outstanding 

problems. 

The Byelorussian delegation warmly welcomes the expansion and development of 

international co-operation in the pea~eful uses of atomic energy in the interests 

of peace and friendship among nations. For its part, my delegation will 

contribute in all possible ways to all efforts designed to attain these generous 

and lofty objectives. 
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The CH..i\.IF.NAN: I would remind the. Comm::i.ttce that the list of speakers 

will be closed at six o' cloc~::. this evening. 

~~~DA~T (Egypt) (interpretation from French): At the outset of a 

debate relating to a question which is vital for the p:;:og:;:•ess of humanity, my 

delegation has shared with so many oth~r couutries throughout the world the 

enthusiasm with which we are ·w·elcoming th·::; bil·th o-:? a new era in scientific 

discovery. The utilization of atomic energy for peaceful purposes goes beyond 

all dreams and is more than just~fying all hopes by opening up a period where it 

will be possible to intens:..fy production and to increase the wellbeing of humanity. 

Indeed, this event is the most st:::-ildng proof of what human genius can 

accomplish when it is direct""d tovrarcs doing good. T.he forces of nature are 

captured, transformed and, hcnc..:;L:l·th, vrill be used to open the way to brilliant 

prospects and enable humanity to acbieY<: universal prosperity. The great 

adventure of contemporary physics, v;hicl1 T,las the definition given to this event, 

has given rise to great enthusiasm all over the world, and bas led to the hope 

that we shall be able to transform tho.::: s::.tuation and provide humanity with a 

happier fate. 

In placing this problem on the univ-ersal level, wl1ere it belongs, one is led 

to the conclusion that the question of the utilization of atomic energy for 

peaceful purposes, because of its characteristics and the extent of its 

repercussions, cannot be confined to an individual State or group of States, or to 

any kind of group of that sort. 'l'his question goes beyond the narrow framework 

of frontiers and becomes the ccmmon ~roperty of all peoples of t4e world of all 

human beings, without distinction of nationality, race or colour. This is one 

case vrhere the great discoveries of coEtcmporary science can be made :to serve 

humanity, and consequently we can en'lisage the future with confidence. 

Three da:tes must be remembered: 8 Decerilber 1953, 4 December 1954 and 

8 August 1955. The first date, 8 December 1953, is that whereon the President of 

the United States, with his high-mind·2d ideas and -vrith brcatbtt:.Kir.g visi:-.1 of the 

future, together with the noble humanism vhich ahrays characterizes his initiatives, 

solemnly announced to the General Asse~bly of the United Nations that the efforts 

of the scientists and s~ecialists in atomic enercy should be directed ther.cefo~1h 

towards :the peaceful utilization of th:::,t t,rc;at source of energy for the welfare of 

humo.nity. 
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Hhat had been an instrument of terror was to become a source of benefit to 

the human rae(;. 

On 4 December 1951+, the General Assembly unanimously adopted the resolution 

which has formed the basis of our present discussions. 

The initiative of the President of the United States has had the most far

reaching conseg.uenccs and the most fortunate effects. The veil of mystery shrouding 

the great discovery vras raised, and the world was able to follow, with amazement, 

the joint efforts of scientists and technicians who, in a spirit of healthy 

competition, were furthering the development of the peaceful applications of 

atomic energy. 

The Geneva Conference, which began on 8 August 1955, will go down in the 

history of our times for more than one reason. It was the most valid illustration 

of the spirit of co-operation and international collaboration. Science, which 

thereby clearly regained its international character, will inscriJc this Conference 

in its annals. · 

1Iy delegation fully associates itself 'Hith the tribute which has been paid 

to tho Secretary-General, the members of the Advisory Committee and the secretariat 

of the Confere:nce, vrhose most laudable endeavours were responsible for the 

Conference's success. A'similar tribute: must be paid to the: President of the 

Conference, Ivlr. Bhabha, who was good enough to give this Committee in his very 

enlightening statement some very precious scientific and technical information. 

As a layman, I shall naturally not comment on the scientific achievements 

w-hich were reported on during the Geneva Conference. N<..::vertheless, vle were all 

very much impressed by our visits to the various exhibitions submitted by States 

represent..::d at the Conference, exhibitions de:monstrating the many aspects of thG 

peaceful uses of atomic energy:· rcacto~s, research equipment, showing us the 

possibilities and the applications of atomic energy for large-scale industrial 

enterprises, the employment of isotop(;s in biolo6Y, medicine and agriculture, and 

so forth. Thus, we vrcrc able to become fat11iliar with these sci~.mtific applications :J 

which became accessible: to us through the presentation of documentary films. 
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Uydelegation strongly supports all the proposals aimed at the holding of 

similar conf~rences in the near future. We hope thnt atomic science will 

become more and more familiar to everyone through the dissemination of documents 

and, above all, the presentation of· documentary films throughout the vrorld. 

Before speaking of Egypt's participation in the work of the Geneva Conference, 

I should lilw to point out that many lessons are to be learned from a study of' the 

Conference as a whole. 'The most important of those lessons is, in our opinion, 

that of the fruitful co-operation among all the scientists of the world. Geneva 

effectively demonstrated that the clouds of doubt may be dispelled when men of 

good will -- scientists, technicians -- attack the mysteries of nature with 

determination, in an effort to draw fro~ them benefits for the human race. 

Science has no frontiers. The participation of scientists from all over the world, 

the friendly competition represented by a multit udc of documents, memoranda and 

scientific studies submitted to the Conference, have had their results. The 

exchange of opinions and the comparison of scientific discoveries stimulated the 

minds of those attending the Conference and ensured that there would be further 

development of the peaceful uses· of atomic energy. The scientific and technical 

problems which were jointly discussed proved once again that atomic energy cannot 

be the prerogative of any one State. They clearly showed that no monopoly is 

possible in atomic questions. 

The second lesson-- to which attention was drawn by.the President of the 

Conference -- is the fact that almost all the scientists participating in the 

Conference agreed that only certain methods could be used to develop future 

scientific research. The representatives of the great Powers set forth during 

their learned statements the essential tntcr:ation nboua t~e 1~duetr1ol potential 

and the many uses of atomic energy for peaceful purposes. These statements 

demonstrated on more than one score the stage of advancement which those countries 

have reached in the exploitation of atomic energy for peaceful purposes. 

The under-developed countries may perhaps be inclined to hesitate about 

presenting a report of the work which their scientists have done in this field. 

But I think it is obvious that the point of view of these under-developed countries 

must be taken into account. Their observations should be carefully considered. 
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Indeed, the peac0ful uses of atomic energy, the plan to establish an 

international agency, the bilateral agreements concluded between the countries most 

advanced, industrially, in the exploitation of atomic energy and other resources: 

all these elements lead us to conclude that the great Pow.:;rs must solicit and take 

account of the observations of countries which nature has not so far endowed with 

atomic materials. 

Egypt, which participated in the Geneva Conference, has for a long time been 

giving evidence of the interest which it attaches to problems involving atomic 

energy. Egypt's interest is shown by tho fact, among others, that our most ancient 

history notes the presence of scientists and of persons doing research in the arts 

and sciences. 

In this connexion, my delegation would draw attention to the fact that Eg~pt 

has many laboratories and institutes of research and experimentation which have at 

their disposal substantial funds for encouraging the development of research. 

::Iissions are sent to all parts of the world the United States, Europe -- to 

perfect themselves in the new science vrhich is to revolutionize the industrial 

-vmrld. A national cor.1.'11ittce of atomic energy has been established in Egypt. At 

:j_ts head is a Cabinet l!Iinister, and it is made up of five professors of Egyptian 

universities. Its powers arc similar to those of other committees in the same field. 

Its members arc in touch with all research involving the peaceful uses of atomic 

cmergy. A detailed programme has been elaborated by this committee, taldng into 

account the circumstances and possibilities of the country. The first task of the 

members of the Conwittce has been to engag~ in what might be called prospectinG, 

in order to evaluate the raw materials vhicb are to be :found in the country and 

which constitute the basis of research in the atomic sphere. The first experiments 

carried out revealed the existence of radioactive matter in the Egyptian soil. 
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Proceeding by stages, the committee came to the conclusion that a reactor 

could be used to the fullest extent only if personnel were given the necessary 

training to work with it. Thus, a nucleus of technicians 1 of sufficiently 

trained personnel, must be established in the under-developed countries before a 

reactor should be purchased. It is important that the countries which arc in the 

same circumstances a~:: Egypt should proceed by stages to pre:pare th0mscl ves for 

the acquisition of a r...;actor. Personnel and technicians capable of operating 

the reactor must be trained, even if it is a question essentially of a research 

reactor. 
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For all these reasons, the na.t1onal atomic energy committee of Egypt prepared 

a five-year plan for the t:;.~aining of Egyptia~1 technicians, >Tho in the future vrill 

share their experience vrith their colleagues. The committee decided to send 

fifty experts in atomic energy to other cot:.nt1·ies: these were specialists in 

higher mathematics, theoretical physics, experimental ph,fsics, basic chemistry, 

the chemistry of radioactive materials and the geology of atomic residues. The 

committee also decided to send to foreign count:r-ies lCO specialists in 

experimental sciences ~·rhich have direct relation to the production of atomic 

energy so that they -vrould familiarize ·chemselves with the latest electroni.c and 

atcmic instruments and the utilize.tion of radioactive isotopes for medical 

purposes. 

Furthe1more, the Egyptian atomic energy committee has approved a project 

involving 700,000 Egyptia~ pounds, equivalent to ~2,ooo,oco, to purchase 

scientific appa~atus for the setting up of principal and secondary laboratories 

so as to be ready to welcome the specialists when they return from their studies. 

The most important of these acquisitions -vras a small reactor imported as a 

research reactor, because the Egyptian autho:ci ties felt it timely to set up a 

research reactor vhich -vmuld fulfil the needs of Egypt. 'I'he advantages of this 

type of reactor are as follows: the production of radioactive isoto;_:Jes which 

might be used in medicine, in chemistry, in biology, in agriculture and in all 

the other similar fields of research. 

lle h~we also considered the purchase of scientific books, and Ke also 

subscribe to magazines and periodicals. The library that -vras offered by the 

Government of the United States to Egypt will serve for the setting up of a 

scientific library which vill ·be at the disposition of Egyptian specialists. 

On this point, my delegation wishes to ex:press its vrarm app.::eciation for the 

s~irit of co-operation that has been sho-vm by the Government of the United States 

in making this offer. 

'I'he Egyptian Government has also purchased from the United States the 

instruments and equipment that VTere needed f'Jr the setting up of a research 

centJ..·e dealing vrith radioactive isotopes. A Horth American expert and four 

Egyptian specialists, >lho had received the necessary training in the institutes 

and hospitals of the United States, participated in the setting up of this centre. 
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I have given a brief outline of the plan set up by the national atomic 

energy committee of Egypt in its preparatory phase. He are confident that this 

plan vill be developed in accordance vrith the general feeling and in accordance 

1ri th the importance attached by the Egyptian Government to this point in giving 

it priority over many other projects. The main objective is to follow very 

closely the scientific evolution and to adapt ourselves to the needs of this 

ne-vr era inaugurated by the greatest discovery in history. 

The interest shown by the Government of Egypt in the peaceful uses of atomic 

energy becomes even more obvious 11hen we consider the possibility of utilizing 

this energy for the production of electrical energy, especially since Egypt is 

putting into execution a nmnber of projects setting up hydroelectric plants in 

the south of the country. 

Other applications are also envisaged for the industrialization of the 

country and for the implementation of a number of economic projects which will 

raise the standard of living of the population. This raising of the standard of 

living will be most obvious during the period from 1965 to 1975. As a 

consequence of the raising of the standard of living, the consumption of electrical 

energy, at present 60 K'i·lh per ca:2ita per annum, will rise to 280 in 1965 

and to 425 Kwh per capita per annum in 1975. It is obvious today that in 

Egypt, despite the utilization of conventional ra1r materials for the production 

of electrical energy, the need for a greater supply of electrical energy will be 

most felt between the years 1963 and 1975 and that we shall require supplementary 

electrical energy of at least 500 MH. 

That is i·rhy the Egyptian authorities uill have to choose bet-vreen two 

different types of electrical plants: either atomic or thermal. 

Egypt, -vrhich has tremendous desert areas, l·lill obviously be able to benefit 

greatly from any system taking advantage of solar energy. Experiments carried out 

in the distillation of 11ater give a result of three litres of ivater distilled for 

each square metre per day; but, according to the way we work it out, we shall be 

able to increase this amount to five litres. Other experiments have been carried 

out in the utilization of solar energy at the Heliopolis desert institute. This 

institute is taking up this entire problem as well as all the problems liru{ed 

ilith it. 
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All these different elements lead the Egyptian Gover.runent to attach 

paramount im1Jortance to anything 'that refers to atomic energy. Therefore Bgypt 

vras extremely interested and concerned in following all the steps of the Geneva 

conference. A delegation composed of eighteen professors and specialists in 

sciences relating to atomic energy accompanied the members of the i:gypt.ian atomic 

energy ccmmi ttee and took effective part in the viork of the conference. 

Egypt is among the very rare smaller countries that submitted memoranda and 

documents to the Geneva conference. Cne of the Egyptian scientists took part in 

the general discussion on scientific documents submitted by other countries. 

One of the dOClJments submitted by the Egyptian delegation vras entitled ".Power 

and heat requirereents in the Republic of Egypt". Another professor who spent 

scme time at the J.rgonne National Laboratory presented a document on a subject 

that must concern all those Hho are interested in the peaceful uses of atomic 

energy: "Chel2.ical raG.iation protection". 

Furt~ermore, following the Geneva conference, Egypt called the second 

Arab scientific congress last September. The first congress vas held during one 

v:eek of September 1953. A m:o:nber of Arab States 1 as well as other countries 1 

participated in the second congress. Re~resentatives of other countries attended 

the congress as observers. Entire meetings vere devoted to the problem of the 

peac~ful uses of atomic energy, especially with regard to countries that had 

taken part in the work of the previous conference. 

All that I have stated shows conclusively that the Egyptian Government is 

and always will be extremely interested in the problem ve are discussing today. 

Egypt ~rill support any proposal that vrill lead to the convoking of international 

conferences similar to that at Geneva, and we also hope that seminars and 

researches will be conducted to cover all the different aspects of specific 

subjects. 

To sum up, my delegation will be extremely happy to support any proposal that 

vrill bring the scientists of the world together vri-'vho·~t distinction of nationality, 

because these contacts will not only permit the achievement of appreciable 

scientific progress but they 'Till also overcome divergencies and promote an 

atmosphere of relaxation of international tension which will greatly aid the 

strengthening of peace in the irorld. 
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Furthermore, my delec:;ation is happy to agree with those who have stated the 

need for the setting up of an international agency. Before dealing with that 

subject, however, I feel that a previous question must be brought up. He believe 

that the agency which is being considered should be based on equalit~' between 

States. It is true -- and I -vrould be the last to deny it -- that the great 

Powers have played a considerable :~ole in the produc7-ion of atomic energy. 

Vle have before us in this CelLini ttee numt>rous dra:.E.'t resolutions and they 

contain certain elements of divergence. But my delegation is of the opinion that 

we are now all agreed on the basic problem itself. Ue are all agreed on the need 

to call international conferences Wld to hold research semina:·s to promote 

scientific knowledge in this matter. There has also been agreement with regard 

to the need for the setting up of an agency as soon as possible. Furthermore, 

we are also agreed as regards questions of detail, such as the continuation of the 

functioning of the A:lvisory Committee, which was set up pursuant to General 

Assembly resolution 810 (IX), and secondly, as regards the efforts of the 

Secretary-Gene::-al. 

Therefore, under these conditions, I feel-that there ought to be no great 

difference of opinion as concerns the setting up of this agency and the link that· 

should exist between the agency and the United Nations. There can be no 

disag~eement on the principle. The differences in the points of view only bear 

on the moment when this link should be set up. Shouli it be decided upon in the 

course of our work at the present session, or should we leave it to th~ 

international agency, after it has been set up, to establish and determine this 

link? 

My delegation is of the opinion that when agreement has been arrived at on 

the fact that tlle agency must have a link with the United Nations, there may be 

a common ground between those holding different views, those who speak for the 

setting up of a link now and those who wish to leave it to the agency to decide on 

the link it is to set up with the United Nations. From our point of view this 

aspect of the problem is of great importance because if we decide on this question 

here and now, we will contribute to strengthening the United Nations and also to 

eru1ancing its international prestibe• There ought to be no intransigence on the 

part of those who -v1ish to leave to the agency the question of the setting up of the 

link between it and the United Nations, because such an adamant position would mean 
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that they believe that the a3ency, after it has been set up, might.decide to have 

no link whatever with our Organi~ation. Furthermore, the need to set up this link 

between the agency and the United Nations,as of now, would have particular 

importance in so far as world public opinion is concerned. 

Hith regard to the nature of the link between this international agency and 

the United Nations, my delege.tion agrees vTitl:l other delegatio!ls,such as Norway, 

which said that this link should be as close as possi"i.Jle. This does not 

necessarily mean that the international agency and its functioning must be subject 

to a political body which 141f;,ht at a!ly moment hamper or paralyse its progress. 

As is known, the draft statut~ on the formation of the agency was communicated 

co the different Governments. The observations of my Government will be 

transmitted throug:1 t~1e u.;;ual diploztatic channels. But in the meantime my 

delegation feels duty bound to express its point of view. He shall not at this 

stage of the disc.ussio:r~ go into de \:,aj_ls of the differen~ essential questions that 

vTere pointed out by a number of representatives, such as that of the composition of 

the board of coverJ.1ors. But in principle we ought to avoid any discrimination 

between States that are ::epresented. 

It has been said chat for the setting up of that governine council we should 

take into account the p0sition occupied by member States in so far as geographic 

distribution is ccnce:;:neec, or that vle shoulcl take into account the role that these 

States mi~ht play in the region where they are situated. But it docs appear to us 

to be extremely important to set up this international agency on a true and healthy 

democratic basis. 

At this moment, wr.en the world is entering a period of relaxation of 

international tension, it would not, I think, be fitting for this agenc~' to be set 

up on a basis of <'i.iscrimination be·tween great and small States. As we have 

pointed out before, we fully recognize the importance of the role played, and to be 

played, by the countries vihich are highly developed, in this question of atomic 

E;nergy. But this does not mean that the smaller States must necessarily float 

like a cork on the ebb an.d flow of the different currents of international life. 
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Dr. Bhabha, the President of the Geneva Conference, in the course of his 

statement, drew the following conclusion, and I feel that it is extremely 

important. He said that 

''no nation or group of nations has a monopoly of the atomic fuels, 

uraniu.'ll and thorium, and is tl1erefore in a position to impose its terms 

on others". (A/C.l/PV.760, :p. 13-15) 

Before concluding, I should lil~e to refer to a general principle vThich is 

contained in the joint draft resolution, A/C.l/1.130, submitted by India, 

Yugoslavia, Burma, Syria ancl Egypt. vJhen the great Povmrs are called upon to 

:lecide on the final form of t:1e int3rnational a;:;ency, we will have to take into 

accou:1t the ooservations submitted by different countries in this Committee. 

Therefore, my delegation feels that the documents of this Committee should be 

carefully studied by those who are going to decide on the final form of the statute. 

:le believe that the spirit of co-operation has obtained in our debates and that the 

desire for sincere co-operation on the part of the great Powers will prevail. 

The representative of the UniteG. States, in his statement, indicated that the 

~osition of his count~; was not rigid. This definitely is most encouraging and 

leads us to feel that our observations and views will be taken into account. 

Furthermore, it seems obvious that the fact that we have included this ~uestion on 

the agenda of the present sessio:1 leads us to believe that the great Powers do want 

~o take into accoun~ the points of view and the different opinions voiced by the 

nations in the course of the debate. It is these considerations that lead the 

8gJTtian delegation to associate itself with the other sponsors of the draft 

t'esolution. My delegation is also ready to support any suggestion or observation 

nade by other delegations, because we are met here for one purpose and that is to 

;a-operate in a common task. 

I regret that I have spol~en at such great length, but in expressing the point 

of view of my dele0ation we feel that we, the smaller nations, have the right to 

make the points of view of our Governments fully known on matters of such great 

importance as this one. I 1Yisn to conclude on a note of optimism, because we are 

firmly convinced, ancl we have the hope, that our debates will result in one 

unanimously adopted resolution. World public opinion is followinb our debates 

carefully. \Je dare not disillusion it. The needs of justice and humanity must 

'Jrevail over any ot~1er consideration and must be the only guide in our decisions. 
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~~THC}RS (Iceland\: The question of the peaceful uses of atomic 

energy is of such paramount importance and so promising to the future of humanity 

that ever~r nation is he.pp:J· to associate itself with this adventure of the present 

and coming generations. Therefore my delegation shall venture a few brief 

remarks on this subject. 
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My country, Icelo.nd, ho.s no grco.t o.chievements in this field to report. 

The clec.r fo.ct is thnt the grco.t Powers o:nd those countries enriched with 

no.turc.l resources o.nd minero..l wec.lth ho..ve been the pioneers in this sphere of 

humo:n endeavour, experience o.nd discovery :J.S in so mo.ny others-. This fo.ct 

needs no explc.no.tion or excuse on beh0.lf of the smo.ll n0.tions. 

Indeed, it ho.s been gratifying o.nd o. source of greo..t expecto.tions to 

listen here to reports by the represento..tives of so mo..ny countries, po..rticulo.rly 

the United States, the United Kingdom, the Soviet Union o.nd Co.ncdo., eo.ch of whom 

could tell us of greo.t progress o.nd wonderful etchievements in the development of 

o.tomic energy for peo.ceful purposes in their countries. The representative of 

the United States, I;Ir. P<J.store, h·2d 'J. mo..;t rei!i~'rkctble ;J.ccou.Ylt to isive. 

Of course we o.ll rememuer thett it wo.s through the initiative of the United 

Sto.tcs that international co-opero.tion for the peo.ceful utilization of o.tomic 

energy bec~me a reo.lity. President Eisenhower's speech of 8 December 1953 lvill 

sto.nd vith golden letters on the po.ges of history. 

The first result of thnt speech 1vo.s the Interno.tionc:.l Conference on the 

Penceful Uses of Atomic Energy held in Genevo. lo.st summer. The next step 

will be the establishment of <-1n intcrnc-,tional atmllic energy r1gency to ensure 

the future co-o:pe1·o.tion of o..ll nations for this mighty purpose. 

Y.r., .F::u:;tor·e told us th:. t the United. St.-:tei3 h- .u o.lre-l.dy concluded 

agreements conce~ning reseo.rch rer1ctors with twenty-four Gtates, w~a offering 

such re~.ctors Gs well ".S the necessD.ry o.tomic fuel to mo.ny countries and giving 

these countries the meo.ns of technical training. Furthermore, he stated tho.t 

heo.vy 'ivo.ter o.nd uro.nium ho.ve been supplied to v::;rious countries; isotopes were 

being mo.de o.vo.ilo.ble to fifty-one countries; and technico.l tro.ining progro.mmes 

were being developed o.nd foreign students in this field being o.dmitted to the 

United Sto.tes in increo.sing numbers. Doctors ".nd surgeons from twelve countries 

were studying in Americnn hospitnls the trentment of c':'.ncer o.nd other disertses by 

use of isotop..;;s and other meo.ns derived from o.tomic energy. In :::tddition, 

prcsent,c:.tions ho.ve been made to twent~'-si;~ countries of the most vo.luo.ble 

librc1ries in this field. 
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Then we were told thot this wos just the beginning. Certo.inly.it is o. 

greo.t beginning. 

The represento.tive of the Soviet Unionpraised the scientific 

Geneva. Conference o.nd stressed the go.ins mo.de by nll its po.rticipo.nts. 

He sto.ted tho.t the Conference: 
11 

••• prov~ded explicit evidence of the way in which the spirit 

of mutuo.l understanding o.nd co-operat:!.on, the 'spirit of Geneva.', 

opens the roo.d to o. solution of the ~ost important problems of 

our time.n .(A/C.l(PV.'{59, pnge 7) 

He told us further tho.t the Soviet Government mnkes no secret of its 

o.chievements in the field of atomic energy o.nd tr..ut it is re':ldy to sh':lre 

on o. reciprocal basis its experi0nce with other nations. The repr8sento.tive 

of the Soviet Union :~lso told us thnt the atomic power station of the Aco.demy 

of Science of the USSR ho.s been working for more them o yer.r and has 

generated more than 15 million kw/hours of electric power. lie were o.lso 

told o.bout the achievements in the construction and operation of reseo.rch 

reo.ctors, technology of nucleo.r fuel, use of radioactive tro.cers in medicine 

o.nd the use of isotopes in biology nnd agriculture. F'urthermore, the Soviet 

repreBento.tive told us his Government desired to plo.co this greo.t discovery 

of the humo.n mind completely o.t the disposal of mankind. 

The Soviet Union ho.s mo.de agreements with various friendly Governments 

for the exchange of training, and of men o.nd mo.terio.ls for further progress 

in this sphere o.nd it expresses its willingness to increo.se the number of 

States with which it could co-operate fer the mutuo.l excho.nge of experience 

o.nd o.ss~,qtance. All these are signs of greo.t progress o.nd o.ugur well for 

f~ture developments. 

The represento.tive of the United Kingdom told us that his country is 

the world's largest exporter of isotopes o.nd that the Calder HQll o..tomic 

reactor, which will be the first full-scale nuclec:.r reo..ctor opero.ting in the 

whole world, will, towo..rds the end of 1956, be feeding substantial quantities 

of power into the British pmver system. He nlso told us tho.t tremendous 

increnses nnd developments o..re being prepccred and planned. Vie nll know th::tt 

the United Kingdom is engo..ged in co-operation with many countries in the 
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exch::mge of knowledge, tro.ining fo.cilities o.nd mo.terio.ls. The representative 

of the United Kingdom ho.d the superb messo.ge to give us tho.t we o.re todo.y 

lo.ying the foundo.tion of o. completely new world. 

The representc.tive of Cnno.do. told us so m:::.ny encouraging things. As we 

all know, Co.no.do. is o.lwo.ys willing to po.rticipo.te in interno.tiono.l co-o~e~o.tion, 

o.nd in most co.ses plnys the role of the donor nnd not the recipient. He told 

us tho.t by the end of 1957 urnnium production in Co.no.dn will be more tho.n 

twelve times o.s greo.t o.s it wo.s in 1945. In his eloquent specch,the Co.no.dio.n 

represento.tive explo.ined the Co.no.dio.n o.tomic progro.mme, which certo.inly merits 

o.ttention from nll of us. I sho.ll not delo.y the work of the Committee by 

repenting whnt we ho.ve o.lreo.dy been told. It is evident tho.t 1-1e co.n leo.rn 

much from the o.ctivities, experience o.nd efforts in Cnno.do., nnd much is to be 

go.ined by studying the exp~ri~ents of the Co.no.dio.n scientists. 

It could ho.rdly be expected tho.t we in Icelo.nd ho.ve o.ny achievements 

similo.r to those of these, gre<:>.t nntions to report in this field which requires 

both humo.n ingenuity o.nd mo.terio.l we:1lth. My n::ction 'l!:.cks the 'scientific 

mo.npmver o.nd fino.nci ".1 meo.ns. Also minero.l deposits ho.ve yet to be discovered 

in Icelo.nd. Be;sidcs, we ho.ve been o.nd still o.re mostly concerned o.nd 

economically fully engo.ged, in h:::trnessing just n smo.ll po.rt of the hydro-electric 

power of our rivers :md wo.terfcllls. Of the potentinl hydro-electric power of 

up to five million horsepower, only some 60,000 horsepov1er ho.s been utilized. 

Yet o.bout 80 per cent of our population are blessed with light o.nd heo.t from 

our electrico.l systems. 'l'he lvheels of industry o.re o.lso driven by electricity 

to o. lo.rge extent. This is the cCJ.se with our fish processing phmts o.nd the 

rcfrigero.ting pl.:mts nll o.round the coo.st. Our new fertilizer pl::mt o.lso 

benefits from recently completed hydro-electric systems, o.nd our new cement 

fo.ctory will be driven by hydrO-electric power. 
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I mention this to illustrate that not all progress has had to wait for the 

atomic age, and I also want to emphasize what a blessing the hydroelectric power 

can uestow on a relatively cold and barren country. Furthermore, we have 

invested comparatively large amounts in harnessing the hot water and boiling steam 

from our geysers and hot springs. Thus, the houses of our capital, Reykjavik, are 

mostly warmed with hot water, which is piped from the springs some ten m~les away. 

This enterprise means great savings in coal and fuel and the hot water and 

hydroelectric power constitute some of our most valuable assets, and in the 

countryside, farms and schools are :d:ept warm with the hot water right from the 

back yard. For a thousand years these resources remained unused. Science finally 

revealed this hidden saving and gave us the skill to put it into our service. 

Scier.ce has been the treasure of the peoples, and the scientist will find 

the keys to the vaults of the unrev-ealed wealth of the world, vlhich will lead to 

the road of prosperity, health and happiness. Science lmows no nationality or 

boundarie;s, no more than do the sweet tunes of music. Its ciiscoveries n.ay be made 

by a single genius or a fe-vr leaders mentally and materially brilliantly equipped, 

but sooner or later its ripe fruits will fall to earth and become the pro~erty of 

all. No scientific discovery has, perha:ps at any time through the ages, given 

rise to greater optimism and aroused such fantastic expectations of unimaginable 

benefits to mankinC:. as the discovery connected with the fission of atomic nucleus 

anu the produ~tion of atomic energy. It has therefore been with a mixed feeling 

of curiosity and of hope and bright perspectives that my people, and in particular 

our experts in relat2d fields of technology and science, have follmred the 

developments in the sphere of atomic energy. 

It was a source of gratification and grati t'J.de, as well as of admiration, when 

my people heard of President Eisenhm1er 1 s historical speech, which event many of 

us here assembled witnessed with great satisfaction. It has been most encouraging 

that deeds have followed words. vJhen invitations were issued to the Geneva 

conference which took place this summer, we were somewhat hesitant whether we 

should participate. It was regrettably clear to us that at such a highly technical 

and scientific ccnferen<:!e in this hitherto almost secret and mysterious fieJ d, i-rhich 

had been open almost exclusively to the great Pow~rs with unlimited resources of 

qualified men and financial means, we could have nothing to offer. 
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However, on closer consideration we thought that certainly there was much 

that we could learn. We therefore decided to send a small delegation consisting 

of only three members to the atomic conference. Tvro of' them were just young men 

desiring and beginning to become experts in this field. They had an excellent 

educational background after many years of extensive study. One of them had for 

years studied atomic energy at Princeton University; the other was a specialist 

in physics after years of study and i-Wrk at the Unive:::sities of Cambridge and 

Princeton. I mention this because I had. the opportunity to meet those young men 

during my recent visit to my country an<l also to read their report to my 

Government and in the papers. They could hardly find words to ex~ress what an 

extraordinary, durable, and invaluable educatio:1al trGat this was to them. It 

was an adventure in education, almost 1L~believable, and certainly a basic 

advantage never to be forgotten. At Geneva, scientists, inventors and scholars 

oper1~dc ~he.:j.r 'Jooks __ of lmm•l,edg<;; and their minds of genius and literally threw the 

fruits of their long, sE:lfless labours and sacrifices to ev.;;ryone who was endowed 

with the gift of appreciating the sweetness of these previously so jealously 

guarded fruits. There was no forbidden fruit of knowledge at this peaceful and 

progressive conference in Geneva. Everything was free and open. Possibly ti:ere 

were signs of the healthy an:. beneficial ccmpetition about who had most to give 

to othe1·s. A whole ocean of human lmowledge lay open wide for everyone to dive 

into -- a mo~~tain of scientific experience, built up by experiment after 

experiment, an almost unsurmountable accumulation of pieces of progressive work 

and creative ability collected by human genius, patience and perseverence. We 

can easily ap:preciate hmv mentally invigorating such excursions into the realms 

of knowledge must have been. 

So much praise bas already been ex~ressed by all the speak0rs about the 

preparation of the Geneva Coni'erence, its work and its results, that I shall add 

nothing further. I shall just say that I concur. Its results have been best 

summarized by the emminent President of the Conference, Dr. Bhabha, when he said, 
11 It is generally recognized that the conference succeeded beyond all hopes and 

expectations 11
• 
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Hhat more praise can we find? And let us not forget that this was a 

conference of seventy-three different nations, rep~esenting all social and 

political systems of our modern contro'rersial world, in a sphere that had been 

closed off with thick curtains of secrecy and suspicion. Now this secrecy has 

been split, just as the atom has been split, and the power of the atom has 

beccme the prospective property of every nation of the globe. The International 

Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Ener~J was a success and a most 

important milestone on the road of the progress of mankind. From there we now 

march onward. 

The consensus in this Cow~ittee seems to be that the work of the conference 

should be continued and that it should be followed up 1-rith another international 

conference. Hhether the next conference takes place in two years or three years 

is of minor importance. Time is needed to study the 2,200 papers submitted to 

the conference and to undertake further study and scrutinization of the informatiou 

and suggestions presented. It is our opinion that no definite time-limit should 

now be set. Things and times change, and let us not forget that progress 

sometimes travels quickly and great discoveries often happily come unheralded and 

unexpected to all except the readers of the stars and the geniuses of atomic 

energy. 
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Furthermore, the atomic conferences of the future need not all follow the 

pattern of this first atomic conference at Ge~'leva. lJe are apt to think that the 

peaceful uses of atomic energy mainly concern the creation and .the utilization 

of power. But we also 1mow, or rather we here are told, of the wonders atomic 

power can achieve in the fields of medicine and agriculture. It may therefore 

be found feasible to hold various smaller specified conferences on such subjects. 

The United Hations, under the leadership of our distinguished and able 

Secretary-General, should continue its supervision and responsibility in this 

matter. The next atomic conference should be under the auspices of the 

United Nations. In the necessary interval of time, it is not only advisable 

but necessary that the Advisory Committee be continued to assist and 

advise the Secretary-General, in its present cotrrQosition and under its existing 

rules of procedure and as a consultative body, in the manner and form proposed 

by the Secretary-General in his report on the Geneva Conference (A/2967, 

paragraph 19). The Advisory Committee has been w~dely praised for its work in 

preparing the Conference. The illustrious scientists of the Advisory Committee 

have now gained experience in organizing and directing an international conference. 

Their skill in atomic energy is acknowledged all over the world, by all cor~etent 

persons. In a new and more specific and extended capacity, the A~visory Committee 

would be of great assistance and utmost value to the Secretary-General in his 

tremendous task and overwhelming duties anQ responsibilities. 

I now come to the question of the proposed international atomic agency. The 

draft statutes for such an agency, which was originally suggested by 

President Eisenhower in his memorable speech before the United Nations, have been 

circulated to all l~lember States. These statutes are now under consideration by 

the various Governments, and their commeats should be avmi ted. I fo:c' my part am 

in no position to discuss these suggestions at this stage. However, I feel that 

substantive deliberations and debate here of the drafted regulations might be 

a guide when the statutes are given their final form. No final decision in this 

respect can, however, be expected at this session. It is our opinion that the 

agency should be closely, yet freely, connected vli th the United Hations. Science 

is progressive and positive, and its findings should not be made subject to 

·political manoeuvres. 
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Finally, I want to stress just one point which, in my mind, is of the utmost 

importance. Other speakers have mentioned this before, but that does not cleter 

me. Prom the outset, I had this idea primarily in mind. I refer to tne manner 

in which this Corrmittee intends to handle this great question before us. Four 

draft resolutions and some amendments have been sub1nitted to us, and more n:a:r be 

coming. I know that we are actually in the midst of a general debate on this 

item, and I shall therefore cautiously avoid discussing the resolutions in detail. 

Hhat I am most anxious to do is to :remind the CorDmittee that on 4 December 1954, 

we unanimously voted for the resolution that created and made possible the Geneva 

Atomic Peace Conference. All the p::."evious speakers have very eloquently :praised 

the success of this conference. But, may I ask you: what ~nde this conference 

possible and what was it that eusL<red its fortunate success? That we all know. 

Only the unanimity of the LJni ted l'1ations could have made the conference a 

reality, and in the first instance could have had it summoned at all as a wurld

wide conference. Furthermore, this unanimity ensured. the success of the 

conference. Only through the meeting of minds of all of you were the fruits of 

knowledge and progress given to all of us and the road of Drosperity opened as a 

thoroughfare to all peoples. Let us not forget this. Let us not lose what we 

already have gaLled. It has been said here in this debate tha·i::; given knowledge 

cannot be retrieved: That is true. But is it net equally clear that gained 

knowledge can be used for different purposes, either for the blessings of mankind 

or for its destruction~ Let us bear that in mind and continue, all of us 

together, as a truly United l~ations towards the goal already set by the Geneva 

Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Ene:::cgy. The atom has two sides. Let 

us be careful and take the safe, yet adventurous, road into the Eden of prosperity 

together. 

Last year, when the question of atomic energy was before this C01;;:nit tee, 

there were tw'<) conflicting resolutions presented, and many relevant arJendroents 

were subsequently submitted by various nations. It all resulted in just one 

resolution unanimously adopted. nay that be of guidance to us here and now. 
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I had Ivan-ted. to make these remarks in order to make heard the voice of a 

small nation which is poor in resources, but rich in aspirations and in its 

yearning for knowledge. I wanted to express our gratitude to the great 

nations which had so much to give and which gave it so generously. By sharing 

the wealth of this earth and the fruits of human ingenuity, we shall also ;>hare 

the peace on earth and its blessings. 

llr. URRUTIA (Columbia)(interpretation from Spanish): The discussions 

that we have heard here and the draft resolutions before us prove that this is 

})erha.ps one of the very fel·l subjects on which there appears to be agreement on 

the basis of the problem itself. Ambassador Belaunde, in his usual completely 

mas.terful way, analysed the agreement that seems to be unanimous in recognizing 

the success of the Geneva Conference and the need for holding a further 

conference in the near future, the need to keep the cormittec in existence, to 

renev the terms of reference of that committee and for the Secretary-General to 

set up a universal agency, and to link that agency with the United Hations. 

There only seems to be divergencies with regard to certain problems, which 

some representatives have qualified as being of fundamental importance, As far 

as we are concerned, these problems seem tu be much less difficult of solution 

than other graver problems upon which in time vre have managed to agree. This 

was stressed a few moments ago by the re;?resentative of Egypt. 
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The representative of India proposed that we should discuss the two 

problems separately -- the problem of the International Conference on the 

Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, and the problem of progress in the development 

of international co-operation for such peaceful uses. Perhaps we did not at 

first fully understand his suggestion, because very often in the past we have 

discussed similar items together, but we feel that we should ac:tnowledge today 

that this debate has proved that Mr. I.1enon was entirely right and that what we 

ought to do this year is to divide these two problems and to deal completely only 

with the aspect relating to the Geneva Oonlerenoe, postponing the study of the 

setting up of an international agency. From the very title of this latter 

item we can see that what we shall have to do, among other things, is to study 

the reports of Governments, and we c~~ hardly do that when the draft statutes 

were sent to the different Foreign Hinisters only a few weeks ago. To discuss 

this proposal and the conditions under which an international agency should be 

set up before receiving the observations which have been requested from 

Governments -- of which there are no fewer than eighty-four --would be premature, 

and, as we say in the Latin American countries, one should not put a saddle on 

the horse until one has caught him. 

The Soviet Union subordinates the setting up of this agency to two 

conditions. One is the prohibition of the atomic weapon, and the other is 

control of the international agency by the United Nations. The prohibition of 

the atomic weapon is a matter which is being discussed by the Sub-Committee of 

the Disarmament Commission, and in a few days the Foreign Ministers of the great 

Povrers will be meeting in Geneva to deal with that subject among others. A 

number of delegations have held that, because of the ease with which peace 

industry can be turned into war industry, we should not even endeavour to think 

of encouraging the development of the peaceful uses of atomic energy until we 

have guaranteed the prohibition of atomic weapons. Other delegations hold the 

opposite view, namely, that this problem has nothing whatever to do with 

disarmament. The United States of America, in a memorandum of 5 July 1954, 
explained that it was to a large extent to avoid the dangers of an arms' race 

between the la~ger Powers that some disarmament system should be envisaged, the 

security of which would depend on the acceptance of the Jl~erican proposals on 
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the peaceful uses of the atom. Therefore, no one has denied that there may 

be a relationship between the two problems, ru1d the proposals submitted oy 

President Eisenhower will undoubtedly contribute to solve the problems of 

disarmament when we channel the utilization of atomic energy into the field of 

peaceful purposes. Nevertheless, they are different subjects, and I think it 

would be an error to make one subordinate to the other. 

In the view of my delegation we should, for the time being, leave the 

Ministers for Foreign Affairs and the Disarmament Commission to take up these 

problems of disarmament and the prohibition of the use of atomic weapons, and 

not make the prohibition itself conditional upon the study of international 

co-operation in the peaceful uses of atomic energy. I think that we are in 

duty bound to be optimistic and to trust and believe that between now and the 

completion of the study of the draft statutes of the proposed agency, and by 

the time we have decided on negotiations for establishing that agency, some 

progress will have been made in the problem of disarmament and the banning of 

atomic weapons >vhich may ma.l{.e unnecessary a clause such as that which is 

suggested in paragraph 1 of the opel'ative part of the Soviet Union draft 

resolution(~C.l/L.l32). 

The second condition laid down by the Soviet Union concerns the placing 

of the international agency within the framework of the United lJations. 

Frankly, J:: believe that the text o:f the Soviet draft resolution itself proves 

that progress has been achieved in this Committee, and that it shows also how 

far we have managed to eradicate certain misunderstandings. Last year, as will 

be remembered, most of the discussion focussed on the appropriateness of 

subjecting the work of the agency to ~ossible veto on the part of the Security 

Council. The text of the Soviet proposal this year shows at least that the 

interpretation given during the closing meetings last year by the United States 

delegation has been accepted, namely, that according to the Charter of the 

United Nations the Security Council can alvmys act when it considers that the 

activities of the agency may endanger international peace and security, and that 

there is no justification for subordinating the work of the agency to possible 

veto in the Security Council. I think that there vle have achieved considerable 
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progress, and I take the Soviet draft resolution as accepting that interpretation. 

It is obvious that some progress has been made and that they stand much closer 

than they stood last year, and we must definitely appreciate that fact. 

Furthermore, I feel that this new attitude, and the draft resolution itself 

as submitted by the Soviet Union, will facilitate the study of a draft for 

the agency which will place that body within the framework of the United 

Nations. The fear expressed by public opinion last year was that the Soviet 

proposal subordinating the agency to the General Assembly and the Security 

Council might result in paralysis of its work because of the veto in the 

Security Covncil. Today we are in a different position; the veto cannot 

paralyse the work of the agency but, on the other hand, by unanimity in the 

Security Council the permanent members of that organ can call a halt to any 

activities of the agency which they might deem to endanger international peace 

and security. We have passed from a negative attitude to a positive attitude, 

placingtbe terms of reference of both these bodies in their true perspective. 

That, therefore, is how I interpret this Soviet draft resolution. 

1Vhat the Soviet Union wants now is for the agency to be within the 

frarnework of the United Nations. If tpe present draft resolution is compared 

with that which was submitted last year, I am sure that it must be agreed that 

progress has been achieved and that we are much closer now that we were then. 

We must trust that the negotiations provided for will gradually clear away 

misunderstanding just as we have cleared away misunderstandings which existed 

previously in relation to the manner in which the agency should be organized. 

Let us take account, furthermore, of the fact that a premature discussion 

at this time might force countries to take premature positions in public 

discussion on some of the aspects of the problem that have not as yet been 

sufficiently studied. For example, I do not think that it would be timely or 

appropriate to anticipate matters by following the suggestion of the Indian 

delegation that we should establish standards and norms because, as yet, we do 

not b1ow what are going to be the views of the various Governments on this 

subject. Nor do I think that we should set up a Committee which would, de facto, 

take up negotiations on the establishment of the ag~ncy without having given 
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representatives an opportunity to study the reports from Governments. The 

Gove~nments are still studying statutes which at present are no more than draft 

statutes. I do not thiru{ that we ought to take up problems which might turn out 

to be only imaginary, but it might be dangerous to study or prepcre statutes and 

then place them before States as a ~ ~c~li. What reason have we to 

suppose for one moment that the representatiye Governments will not read and 

study the statutes? ~fuy should we suppose in advance that they will not submit 

reports to the Assembly? Why should we assume that the observations of 

Governments will not be heeded -- observations such as those made at our last 

meeting by Mr. Schurmann, and other observatinns expressing the points of view 

of Norway, the Netherlands, Mexico, Denmark, Israel and many other countries? 

\f.hy should we suppose that suggestions such as that made in the draft resolution 

submitted by China will not be heeded? I believe frankly that the draft 

statutes were sent not to a restricted group of countries but to the whole of the 

eighty-four nations that participated in the Conference at Geneva. 

To have accepted the idea of universality in the agency is already 

tremendous progress, especially if we compnre the situation in this case with 

what happened in the case of other agencies. 
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The results of the Geneva Conference have been so encouraging that it is our 

duty to give a vote of co!L'idence to those who organized it and to await the end 

of negotiations which are now taxing place before we enter into a deba~e here that 

might create difficulties and misundersta~dings on questions that, at the 

appropriate moment, might be quite easy to solve. 

Last year, "Yrhen I was Chairmen of this C:::rr,:nittee, the late Hr. Vyshin13ky 

came to me, when the Committee was ~oncluding its debate on this same item, and 

asked me to try to orga~i:ze the discussion in such a way tha·t a vote might be 

taken as soon as possible. He told me that, even if the Sovie~ Union a~endments 

were rejected, the Soviet Union would vote for the United States draft resolution 

because it considered it indispensable that, by a unanimous vote, the necessary 

atmosphere should be creat~d for the holding of the Geneva Confer~nce and for 

progress in the develop:raent of the peaceful uses of atomic energy. I am sure that 

Mr. l-ienon remembers the conversations that we held during the next fe·..r days with 

the Soviet Union delegation and the particular interest wh~_ch Mr. Vyshinsl~y shn:red, 

only a fevl hours before his death, ;i..n obtaining a unanimous vote in the First 

Committee. Perhaps the news of Mr. Vyshinsky's illness and then his death 

prevented the Corr~ittce from realizing the full significance of the 13tateme~ts 

made on the morning of 22 November 1954 by Mr. Sobolev ;3-nd l·Tr. Menon. I believe, 

hovrever, that those two statements had decisive effects. Not only did they lead

to a unanimous vote in the Committee, but they also contributed greatly to~he 

establishment of a new atmosphere, without which the Geneva Conference would have 

been impossible. 

I bel;Leve that if ive vrant to make any progress thnt atr:;.c;:-p':::lere must be 

maintained. He must avoid debatc;s which vrould poi13on minds and cause 

difficulties which it would not be e2.sy to ovc;rcome. t.Iy delegation feels that 

we. must not run th~ risk of destroying the atmosph~re. created by the statements of 

Hr. Sobolev anC. Hr. Menon on 22 November of last year. I should like to draw the 

attention of all representatives to those two statements. I would beg them to 

read the statements again. I think that, today, we are facing a problem very 

similar to the one we were facing last year. Last year, vre had to create a ne1v 

atmosphere in order to find a solution to the problem. I think that, this year, 

ive should take full advantage of that atmosphere and try to find a similar, 

unanimous solution. 
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Perhaps the best procedure -;rould be to :?ol2.ow th0 Indian suggestion. and 

adopt a scpar~te resolution on each of the two parts of the pr~sent item. I 

think that Mr. Menon's suggestion has already provec its worth. I think that it 

might be well to have ~wo se]arate resolutions, or at least one resolution clearly 

divided into t•:-o parts. I think that, as r2gards the sub-item on the 

International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, it will be very 

easy to find a unanimous solution. It would suffice to delete from the United 

Kingdom-United States -Australian draft resolution everything preceding 

paragraph 3 -- in other words, the_ part which refers to sub-item (b) -- and to 

make that another draft resolution. As regards the sub-~tem on progress in 

developing inter:1ational co-operation for the peaceful uses of atomic energy, 

l{e might adopt a resolution which woulu merely take note of the propocals t:·~de 

in the depate, concluding uith the hope that a..;::.:cunt vculCJ. be tal~cn of those 

proposals. He shou]_d thus postpone this qu..;stion until next yi:O!ar, or until the 

convening of a special confere:cce ,,.,hich would adopt the final text. 

I repeat that I believe it would be pren1ature, ru1d to a certain extent even 

discourteous, to study thi$ matter now and adopt a resolution on it before we have 

the reports of Goverr>.ments. After all, we have formally requested. the views of 

these Governments, and we should therefore await a report from them. I shall net 

submit a formal proposal to this effect, because I still believe that the 

countries which have submitted the draft resolutions before the Committee will be 

able to agree among themselves on text;:: f::>!.lcwi1:g the general lines vlhich I have 

discussed. 

The CHl\.Iill.:JlUT: There are no other nru:nes on the list of speakers. The 

Ccmmittee will therefore be adjourned at this time. I would remind 

repre~entatiyes that the list of speakers in the general debate >rill be closed at 

6 p.m. today. Those representatives vTho do inscribe tpeir names on the li :.:"'.:. 

will, I hope, be prepared to speak when we call on them. There are obvious 

reasons v1hy >ve should press on with this very important debate -- of course, 

giving due time. for proper preparation of speeches. 

held at 10.30 a.m. tomorrm-r. 

The next meeting will be 

The meeting rose at 5.5 ~.m. 


